WHY ADD-ON HEALTH CHECK TO AEP?

Organizations, applications, infrastructure, operations – they're always changing. The security industry and threat perspective continuously evolves. Administrators change configurations and update software, inadvertently exposing themselves to malware. The Comodo Cybersecurity Health Check includes assessing configurations, suggesting ongoing updates and adjustments, ensuring our 100% protection is operating at its optimum level.

A cybersecurity Health Check today will protect your organization from tomorrow's threats.

HOW WE ENSURE SUCCESS

Our approach is simple: implement best practices, test and expand. Our consultants’ are completely (100%) dedicated to optimizing endpoint security 24x7x365.

KEY BENEFITS OF AEP HEALTH CHECK

- Best Practice Checks and Balances
- Security Profile Health Check
- New Feature Advisement
- Security Performance Optimization
- Device Configuration Health Check

BENEFITS OF COMODO CONSULTING

- Proven Success
- Security Expertise
- Avoid Pitfalls
- Maximize R.O.I.
- Configuration Optimization
- Managed Projects

For demo, pricing and other customer requests: sales@comodo.com

For ISV and referral partners: channeloperations@comodo.com

For help and support inquiries: c1-support@comodo.com
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